MIXOLOGIST.

Sometimes you leave a bar and life just seems a little better than before? Then you had not only a good drink, but also a
talented bartender. Whilst mixing fantastic drinks, a good bartender is an observer, listener, story teller, psychologist,
rockstar, cool head, organizational talent, magician, combining style and easiness, humour and reluctance, modernity
with real classics, seeming to have a memory like an elephant – simply fascinating. If you felt like we are right talking
about you whilst reading this: Come and create experiences here with us at our particular BIKINI Island & Mountain Hotel
Port de Sóller, Mallorca.

YOUR MAIN TASKS WITH US WILL BE:
Mixing, shaking, stirring
Letting our guests experience our drinks in the
Pikkini Poolbar and the Donkey bar
Knowing the drink menus in all F&B outlets
Being interested in who is sitting in front of you and
curious to find out what fits best to this particular
guest
Setting up the different outlets prior to the service
times and make them look nice after service again
and yea, cleaning glasses is part of it as well
taking care, that all your guest checks are settled
correctly
settling the outlet at the end of the day, controlling
all charges
taking reservations
Be part of it: sharing helpful ideas and necessary
information with your department heads, colleagues
and across different outlets
creating surprises for our guests

WHAT´S IN YOUR LUGGAGE? YOU HAVE/ YOU ARE…

….

… a passionate host
… curious to learn more and more and more about
drinks and local specialities
… as good in talking to as in listening to our guests
… attentative
… a team player with hands-on-mentality
… comfortable with speaking English
… open minded
… keen to prepare and sell some good stuff
… still organized when it gets busy all around you
…happy to be part of a multicultural, young and
inspiring team in one of the most beautiful and
particular hotels of the island

Do you want to join our great team? Then apply with your CV including salary expectations. Ramona Kötting is looking
forward to all applications and is the contact person for all questions that may arise at rkoetting@bikini-hotels.com.

